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Home Japan: 16 July, 08:50

ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION SHIPPING AND PAYMENTS

This auction has ended.

CURRENT BID: 7,050yen
 

 

TIME LEFT: ended

BIDS: 14

Time has been extended

Sales tax (8%) will be added separately.

ITEM CONDITION:

QUANTITY: 1

STARTING PRICE: 1,000 yen

Convert your local time

STARTING TIME: 2017/6/9 17:43:00 (JST)

ENDING TIME: 2017/6/16 21:22:00 (JST)

CURRENT TIME: 2017/07/16 08:51:02 (JST)

AUCTION ID: c603302458

TIME EXTENSION: Yes 

MAKE OFFER: No

 Tweet  

0

 

SELLER INFORMATION

SELLER : uraart2002

FEEDBACK : 4499

SEE OTHER ITEMS

ADD TO MY FAVORITE SELLERS

ITEM LOCATION : Osaka

Welcome xcoaster!

Balance: 1,609 ¥  Add? refund?

Hobby and culture >Art >Sculpture, objects @ >Oriental sculptures >Netsuke

[URA]極上/木彫細密彫卵に雛彫根付/23.0ｇ/骨董/古玩/提げ物/ストラップ/ｒ-0609-2

 

This online translation is only for reference purpose. When there are any discrepancies, the original Japanese version always prevails.
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Description of item

  Hiyokoho Netsuke /23.0g to wood carving fine Hotamago  

☆ comes with the condition of the item ☆

 Thank slight etc. Sure the era history, but other big pain rather than beauty products of good state. 
(For more information, please judgment on the check in the photograph)

 

☆ size of the commodity ☆

 Size H3.5cm W3.0cm D4.4cm 
weight 23.0g

 

Postage consumption tax

 

The carriage is 800 yen
nationwide (cash-on-delivery
commission, our burden) 
Hokkaido 1200 yen (cash-on-
delivery commission, our burden) 
Okinawa and other islands is
because it becomes a flight I hope
in the freight. 
Shipping, etc. Please confirm
before a bid.

 

Auction format and the straight-
line exhibition, etc., for the
contract price of all goods, will
be charged an additional 8%
consumption tax.

 

☆ Other ☆

 

Please contact us directly to the com). ★ If there is a case or mischief bid much lower than the expected amount
of money for a successful bid also regard to sold-out exhibition, there are times when forced to cancel the auction
just before the end. Humbly thank you as you acknowledge your understanding. ★ cancellation of an erroneous
bid of the bid amount, the cancellation when there is no gross negligence to me, returned goods will not be
accepted for any reason. Cancellation of the highest bidder convenience, regarding the hope of return advancing to
the runner-up successful bidder. (If you carry, on the Yahoo auction system, customers in bad evaluation sticks
automatically) ★ We we try to "bundled" in order to reduce the carriage of the highest bidder. And enjoy a
successful bid multiple of the product, so mailing has become a very profitable by all means. (Please understand
that it may not be able to bundle it depending on the product). ★ photo, we have written only in detail as possible,
such as description, but the oversight and such as scratches, in the photograph there even if there is a crack etc. is
hard to be confirmed. Thank you like you please question in the column before a bid If you have any questions
"question". We try to respond quickly, but because there is also the case the delayed response, such as in the
absence of the person in charge, please understand. So we try so you can participate in the auction and your peace
of mind to everyone who, should also please feel free to question it fine.
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See more details

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination: -Select a country- Estimated weight:  gram Get "Estimated" Rates

See more details

AUCTION SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY SUBMIT

 

Privacy policy  Disclaimer  User Agreement  eBay Japan  News  Enchère Japon  аукционах Японии  Sitemap.XML

 

~ ~ ~ ~ Please note! ! ~ ~ ~ ~

 

★ [successful bid price] + [consumption 8% tax] + [postage] becomes the
total payment amount Please understand that on top of your confirmation. 

The end of an auction than [contact us, payment] within one week, please
understand that I will if you can not allowed to cancel a bid in spite of any
reason.

      

The question to an exhibitor

[URA] best / wood carving fine Hotamago to Hiyokoho Netsuke /23.0g/ antique / Ko玩 / hanging products / ... Return to Top of Page
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